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1. INTRODUCTION 
A well known result of Miintz asserts that for an increasing sequence of 
nonnegative real numbers {pi}:=0 with limi+a pi = co, a necessary and 
sufficient condition for the finite linear combinations of xp’ (the 
“polynomials” cbO aixfli) to be dense in C[O, l] is that p0 = 0 and 
xlol; UPi = 00. We shall assume these conditions throughout this 
We shall be concerned with the problem of how well can a given function 
f(x) E C[O, l] be approximated, in the sup norm, by “polynomials.” In other 
words, we look for an estimate on 
For the sequence pi = i (i 3 0) this problem was completely solved by 
Jackson and the estimates were given in terms of the modulus of continuity 
of the function or its kth derivative if the latter exists and is continuous in 
[0, I]. An attempt to generalize this to sequences satisfying Miintz’s con- 
ditions and pi+l - pi >, 2 was made by Newman [3] and, more recently, in 
a series of papers [4, 5, 61 von Golitschek has given estimates on En(f; PO 
for sequences satisfying Miintz’s conditions and the inequalities 
4~~)~ < exp i UP, f WnY, 
( 1 
I? = 1, 2,..., (1) 
i=l 
for some positive constants A, B, 6, d (>a). 
Our results include those of von Golitschek and unify the different cases 
he has. 
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2. MAIN RESULTS 
As was mentioned above, we assume 
0 = p. ( p1 -c, . . 2. pn i:. . . . + a3 ; 
Denote 
then CT,, 3 l/p,, but it follows immediately by (2) that CJ~~ tends to 0 as 
n --f co. 
Our first result concerns the function f(x) = xa for which our estimates 
are given by means of gll,. , pr < a < P?+~ . For the general case we have 
estimates given by means of the bigger quantity Us, . 
THEOREM I. Let a be a positive number, different from all pi , i > 0; and 
let n satisfy pn > a. Then for r with pT < a < pr+l we have 
and so 
GW‘; pi> < aad, (4) 
LW’; pi) = O(&>, as n+ co. 
THEOREM 2. Letf (x) be k-times continuously difSentiable in [0, I] (k > 0). 
Then there exist constants C, and Kk such that for all n with p,, 3 2k -t 1, 
where w(f cn-); .) is the modulus of continuity of fck’, p8 < k < psfl and 
K = min(j I 1 < j < k, j 6 {pi}, f(j)(O) # O> 
(K is 00 cfeither k = 0 or the above set is empty so that in this case a& = 0.) 
In the proof we need two lemmas of von Golitschek (Lemma 2 and 
Satz 4 of [6]). 
LEMMA A. Let a be a positive real number. Then 
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LEMMA B. Let f be k-times continuously dlfirentiable in [0, l] (k 3 0) 
and let n > 2k and h > 1. Then there exists a polynomial T,(x) = CL, bnixi 
such that we have 
lf(j)(X> - T:)(x)] < Ak(h/n)“+ w(fck); X/n), j = O,..., k, 0 < x G 1 (6) 
and 
1 b,i 1 < A,(n/X)i-‘i o~(f’~‘; h/n)/i!, i = k + l,..., n. (7) 
Proof of Theorem 1. It is known that for 0 < x < 1 we have 
(1 - x)/(1 + x) < e-22. Hence, by Lemma A for n such that pn > a 
E,(xY pi) < exp -2 i alpi 
i=r+l I 
where pr < a < pr+l . This implies 
-2 i a l/pi 
i=7+1 
, aa& . < 
This completes the proof of (4). 
Proof of Theorem 2. Letp, > 2k + 1 and set m = [pn] and h = 2ema,, 
so h >, 1. By Lemma B, there exists a polynomial T,(x) = XL, bmiXi such 
that 
I f(x) - T,(x)/ < A&Vm)” 4P); @m>. (8) 
Now if j $ {pi} let Qnj = Cy=,, a&” be the “polynomial” of best approxi- 
mation to xj and define 
Then 
For 1 < j < k it follows by (6) that 
[ bmi 1 < f(i)(O)/j! + A&/m)“-j w(f’“‘; h/m). 
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Also by Theorem I, 
/ xj - Q&x)1 ~2 E&j; pi) 
.j j 
h J Qns 
and so since (T,, 3 (T,,~ ,
where Bk = A,(2e)L kk. 
For k + 1 < j ,( m it follows by (7) and Theorem 1 that 
/ bmj 1 j 9’ - Q,Jx)i < A&#-‘“’ w(fk); h/m) ej&, 
(11) 
< Bk&p(f(“); 2ea,,) 2-j. 
We have 
w(f(“); 2eu,,) < (2e + 1) w(ftL); unJ 
and so combining (8)-(1 l), (5) follows. This completes the proof. 
3. APPLICATIONS 
It is readily seen that if {pi} satisfies (l), then for any fixed k 3 0 
gnk = o(&?) 
and 
u - 
I 
O( Pi3 A <$, 
nn - O(P?) A 2;; 
hence, our Theorems 1 and 2 reduce in this case to von Golitschek’s Satz 4 
and 5 [6], respectively. 
Ifp, 2 iA for some X > 0, then it is readily seen that 
ff lzn = 
exp[-~~ll/pi], O<h<2. 
If, for example, pi = (i + 1) log(i + l), then both (T,~ (k fixed) and o,, are 
O(l/(log n)3, as n + co. 
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It is interesting to compare our estimates here with the known estimates 
on the rate of convergence of the generalized Bernstein polynomials [I]. It 
was shown in [l] Theorem 9 that if p1 = 1, then the nth generalized Bernstein 
polynomial of f(x) E C[O, I] approximates the function at least at the order 
of w(f; p’,‘“), where 
pn = ,yF$n lip, exp 42 - c) i l/p, , .\ i F i=r+l II 
E > 0 is arbitrary and can be done away with in many cases, for instance if 
Pi+1 --pi 3 a > 0, i >, 0. (See remarks in [I] at the top of p. 407.) In any 
case, pn resembles unn very much and we can say roughly that while, in general 
w(f; u,,) is the order of approximation of “polynomials” to f(x), the 
generalized Bernstein polynomials allows order of approximation of w(f; CJ~$ 
-a familiar result for the ordinary Bernstein polynomials. 
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